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SOME SAY BEING in the building trade isn’t a job, they say it’s a way of life. What they never tell you about 

is the problems – every day of every week of every year – nothing but problems.  

Everyone you work with wants money off you, everyone you work for wants to keep money from you, 

and everyone – and I mean everyone – wants it done by yesterday. It’s problem after problem after bloody 

problem. 

And right now, I seem to have more than anyone. I’ve got a hysterical woman screaming down the 

house, a dead man on her kitchen floor, and I’ve got absolutely no idea what’s going on. All I do know… 

there’s no way now this job’s going to be finished by Friday. 

 

 

MRS WILKES SQUEEZED my hand and sobbed. I looked at the mess that was once Tommy and couldn’t 

help wondering – had he been having a bit of a dabble with Mrs Wilkes? It wouldn’t be the first time he’d 

entertained the client, and it would explain the overly dramatic wailing that quite frankly was starting to 

give me the hump. 

I figured he probably had been. He definitely had a magic touch with married stay-at-home mums 

harbouring secret fantasies for no-strings with a rascal – and he was that alright, all smiles and laughs and 

a little bit of teasing to make them blush – it was as though he’d walked straight out of a crappy 70s sex 

comedy, only now it wasn’t so funny – Carry On Dying. 

There is a Mr Wilkes. We’d greet him every morning as he headed off in his smart suit and sense of self-

importance. It was no wonder the wife treated herself to a bit of fun with a cheeky painter when she was 

married to such a miserable belligerent arse. He does something in the City and thinks he’s very busy and 

important; maybe he is, I don’t care. Mrs Wilkes was alright, but he’d been a nuisance since the job began, 

in fact since before the job began – he’d insisted on having a proper contract between us. 

So far, he’d tried and failed to knock our money for genuine variations, and tried (and failed) to refuse 

us an extension of time after his wife’s changes of mind added a fortnight to the job. His contract wasn’t 

really working in his favour and it only seemed to add to his general state of ill-temper. However, we’d run 

out of smart excuses. We had to finish by Friday, and Mr Wilkes was exactly the sort who’d want his penalty 

payments out of principle. I could picture him willing us to fail just so he can feel like he’s won something. 

But I don’t know where the contract stands on when the work’s delayed by the site becoming a crime scene 

– is that force majeure? It was certainly a force of something, looking at the damage done to poor Tommy. 

This wasn’t a fall or an accident on site, this was violence, this was brutal. Just below his ear, his head 

yawned open wide, smashed white bones and grey jelly. His face had been rinsed red by the steady flow of 

blood, now pooled and tacky like spilled paint on the granite tiles beneath him. 

He was the best decorator I’ve ever worked with; morally questionable, but he’d do a lovely job, which 

is why, as soon as I saw his brushes on the side, I knew something was up. They hadn’t been washed out, 

he’d still been working, must have been interrupted and put them down for a moment. If he’d intended 

leaving them for a while, he’d have wrapped them in clingfilm to keep the bristles soft. That’s what he 

always did. I knew his brushes would stiffen and become brittle, like the bloody wound in the side of his 

head that was turning black around the edges. Thankfully I was pulled out of these dark thoughts by a voice 

beside me. 

‘I said, what are we going to do?’ asked Mrs Wilkes. 

‘Police… I suppose,’ was my rather feeble response. 



 

 

  

No doubt Mr Wilkes and his swaggering pomposity would have thrived in such a moment, issuing 

commandments left right and centre, but my immediate reaction – and it probably doesn’t show me in any 

great light to admit it – was Thank God she found him first, as I could just imagine how the police’s questions 

would go if she hadn’t, although it didn’t seem to matter because, twenty minutes later: 

‘He worked for you for how long, roughly, would you say?’ the uniformed copper asked me. He looked 

so familiar, I’m sure I’d seen him before, maybe from one of the Sunday league teams that drink at the 

Golden Lamb post-match; he looked the football sort – tall, slim, bit of a swagger. ‘And were there any 

disagreements? Disputes about money?’ 

There it is, that’s the one I’d been waiting for – the sub-contractor’s dead, must’ve been an argument 

over payment, must’ve been me; brilliant, well done Medway’s finest for jumping to the bleeding obvious! 

A man entered the room, a small man with a face like a fox – all dark eyes, pointy nose and teeth, with 

white hair. He was very smartly dressed and obviously took a great deal of pride in his appearance judging 

by his shiny shoes and even shinier cufflinks. The uniform stopped his somewhat insulting questions, 

looked at the dapper little fellow, gave a respectful nod and moved away. 

Mr Cufflinks approached me, reaching into the inside pocket of his tailored suit jacket. ‘I have been 

appointed investigating officer here,’ he informed me in a monotone voice, pulling out a warrant card and 

holding it six inches from my face. I tried to read his name, unusual, never seen it before but I decided to 

give it my best shot. 

‘Inspector Senior, I’m—’ 

‘Sen Ya’ he interrupted ‘Senia, it’s pronounced Senia, Detective Chief Inspector Senia. It’s Italian.’ His 

patronising tone was already beginning to annoy me. 

‘So, you’re Italian?’ I still don’t know why I asked that, ease the tension I suppose. 

‘Do I fucking look Italian?’ 

Well, that threw me, no-one’s ever asked me that before; what does an Italian look like? I could only 

think of Pavarotti and he didn’t look anything like him. I must have pondered for too long as he barked his 

next question at me. 

‘You’re the one that called it in? Mark Poynter?’ 

I confirmed I was both of those, and then started explaining that Tommy worked for me and the job 

we were doing. He didn’t seem to understand. 

‘But you’re an electrician?’ 

‘Yes.’ 

‘And the deceased was a painter?’ 

‘Yes.’ 

‘So why does an electrician need a painter?’ 

‘Err, to paint.’ 

‘I know a painter does the bloody painting, don’t get smart with me. Why is an electrician employing a 

painter?’ 

‘Because I’ve been fitting the new kitchen here, and I had him decorating.’ 

‘Fitting a kitchen? Isn’t that a carpenter’s job?’ 

‘Yes, but the carpenter’s finished, the plumber’s finished, the plasterer’s finished so now it’s just the 

decorator to finish.’ 

‘But you’re an electrician!’ 

I thought carefully about my next words, he was starting to wind me up, but the last thing I wanted was 

to annoy the Law when they were looking for someone to blame a murder on.  

‘Yes, I’m an electrician. Most of my work is electrical. But on occasion people have asked me to take on 

bigger projects because they know I know all the right trades and it’s easier having me manage the thing 

start to finish.’ 

‘Like a main contractor?’ 

‘Yes, like a main contractor.’ 



 

 

  

‘Well, why didn’t you say that to begin with instead of farting about saying you’re an electrician?’ 

I didn’t know how to respond to that, so I didn’t.  

‘So, you two were friends, good friends?’ 

I felt a bit guilty – to Tommy not to this foxy-faced fuckwit – to find myself denying we’d been friends 

for, must be, fifteen years now. Instead I gabbled around the edges staying nondescript, I told him we’d 

done a lot of work together – he’d get jobs and recommend me, I’d get jobs and recommend him – and 

that’s how things tend to go in this industry. 

‘Can you think of anyone that’d want to harm him, or bore a grudge?’ asked Senia.  

I immediately thought of Tommy’s tendency to dabble, and wondered whether Mr Wilkes had found 

out he’d been dipping more than his brushes whilst he was at work. But I didn’t say anything, firstly because 

Mr Wilkes may have been a petulant nobhead but I knew he was nothing more than bluster and bullshit, 

also it didn’t make sense to accuse him of murder when he still owed me a month’s money. I’ve got the bill 

for his granite worktops due this week, they’re the price of a new car alone, the last thing I wanted was to 

risk him knocking my payment, so I told Senia no. 

Senia stared patiently at me, for ages, unblinking, like a crocodile. ‘Did he work for you as a direct 

employee?’ 

I explained, again, he was a sub-contractor; this was beginning to feel like hard work. 

‘Well why in that case,’ the frustration in his voice matching mine, ‘are you both wearing the same shirt?’ 

He was right. We were both wearing a purple sweatshirt with my silver ‘MP Electrical’ logo. I tried 

explaining the concept of corporate branding: ‘my job, my firm, my rules’, meaning Tommy would wear 

my shirt when on my project.  

‘So, if you can’t think of anyone that may have wanted to harm him,’ said Senia, ‘what about you? Your 

job, your firm – your shirt. Could it be mistaken identity and it was, in fact, you they were after? Has anyone 

threatened you, anyone bear a grudge against you?’ 

‘No,’ I lied, but by the way those dark eyes stared back I don’t think he believed me. 
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BLUNT HAD SAID he’d back off, promised to give me until the weekend. Now I was scared. 

Senia’s team had taken my fingerprints and statement, but all the while I was inside my own head, 

looking out, on auto-pilot. The rest of the world passed by but I was one pace out of step. My body 

participated, yet any thought or understanding had been switched off. I don’t know how I managed to keep 

myself going. Senia’s words had frightened me, not to mention the sight of Tommy like that. Up until today 

Dad’s was the only dead body I’d seen, but that was different, Dad looked almost glad of it. The only way 

I can describe it is to imagine bleeding a radiator: as if someone had unscrewed a little cap behind his ear 

and all the pain had whistled away on the air, pushed out by peace. 

Tommy however: his dry eyes fixed open, his skull smashed apart, damaged beyond repair, his face 

twisted in terror and confusion. Realising those were the last emotions he’d experienced: the prospect that 

this job wouldn’t be finished on Friday had suddenly taken on a deadly meaning for me. 

 

 

I JABBED AT Chapman’s number again, it rang out until the voicemail prompt took over. ‘Anthony, where’s 

my money? Things are serious. Where is it? You promised I’d get it this week.’ I finished by telling him to 

call me back straight away. He wouldn’t, he hadn’t done to any of the dozens I’d already left him. 

I’ll be honest with you, I was in a bit of a bind. A little while ago I finished a big wrap-around extension 

for this man, Chapman, who’d knocked me my last payment. I’ve a third of my money unpaid and hanging 

out – seriously overdue, almost twelve weeks. He’d given me promise after promise, lie after lie, same old 

same old, more broken records than a boot fair. In the end, the threat of going legal got him to swear he’d 

pay up. Needless to say, he’s now avoiding my calls.  

Twelve weeks is too long. Any money in the business had been spent, any personal savings long gone. 

No money makes life very awkward. Even people I’ve dealt with for years treat me like the enemy. For 

instance, Thorpe Timber And Building Supplies: I’d gone in there today with Mrs Wilkes so she could 

choose her door handles. Before you ask why I was in there instead of giving it a wide berth and heading 

to a place they don’t know me, first ask anyone that’s ever run a business, they’ll tell you: it’s always easier 

to get credit from someone you know, especially if you already owe them money. And besides, I like 

Thorpe’s. There’s all the big national chains nearby but there’s something nice about a local family firm, 

and that something nice is the Magnificent Maria who spent the whole time giving me pained faces and 

gestures towards the cash register.  

‘What are you doing Mark?’ she said. ‘Uncle Trevor’ll go nuts if he catches you here. You know he’s 

suspended your account until you pay what you owe? You’re not expecting to buy anything for her over 

there?’ 

I love the way women can manage to put so much contempt into a simple little word like ‘her’. It amused 

me she was more annoyed about me being there with another woman than the state of my account. We’d 

had history, a little dabble a long time ago. I’ve often wondered whether there could have been a rematch, 

but the timing’s never been right and now I hear she’s engaged to a panel beater from Strood. If there’s 

one thing I’ve learnt, you don’t mess with the woman of a man who wields a big hammer.  

Anyway, money’s tight. I’m forced to do what I’d promised I’d never do (again), I’m passing the problem 

down the chain. I’ve not been paid, so I can’t pay, won’t pay. I’m getting by on fumes, telling everyone to 

be patient, bear with me, I’ll have the money in a few days. Even I don’t believe me when I say it anymore. 



 

 

  

It’s not fair, I don’t like it one little bit, but what can I do? Go to the bank? Since some head office 

nitwit decided to do away with actual people in banks, I can’t get a meeting with anyone for at least two 

weeks and even if I could wait that long, there’d be another fortnight on top of that before anyone can 

make a decision. So, no, going to the bank is not an option. Payday lender? I suppose it would get me the 

money quicker, but at fifteen hundred percent interest rate, would you do it? No, nor will I. 

My very last hope had been to get this job finished on Friday, get paid and use that money to buy a bit 

of breathing space. Rob Peter to pay Paul. Literally. Paul Blunt, my biggest creditor whose volatile temper 

is matched only by his lack of patience. 

Blunt is a roofer from a long line of roofers, like he’s been genetically modified to be a roofer. He’s 

short and he’s squat. His low centre of gravity makes him ideal for scuttling over rooftops. And he has got 

immense upper body strength from clambering up and down ladders all day fully laden. Coupled with a 

neck as thick as your waist, a heavy brow and a covering of short black hair, you can’t help thinking he 

resembles a chimp – that, and the feeling he’d tear your arm off without provocation.  

But I thought we had an understanding. He agreed to give me a clear run until the end of the week to 

finish this job then as soon as they pay me, I pay him, that was the deal.  

I know, it was only one part of a bigger problem, but I wanted the monkey off my back. 
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THERE’S PEOPLE BEEN in this area since, well, since people. They were here long before the Romans 

jabbed Watling Street straight through the middle of it. The three towns of Rochester, Chatham and 

Gillingham are so ancient that the entry in the Domesday Book probably read ‘old and shitty and falling to 

pieces’ even back then. 

As centuries passed, they bled in to a dense sprawling conurbation known as the Medway Towns, after 

the river around which they all were built, each town flowing seamlessly into the other. Unless you’ve lived 

here all your life you wouldn’t know where one stops and the other starts. Three hundred thousand people 

crammed into a space a mere eight miles across, no wonder tempers fray from time to time around here. 

The Wilkes’s large modern home was in the affluent and leafy Walderslade Woods area of the Towns. 

When the police were finished with me, I left there and headed for the Golden Lamb. I couldn’t think of 

anywhere else to go.  The police had closed the house off as a crime scene, so I couldn’t get back to work, 

and no doubt Mr Wilkes was already poring over the contract to see whether becoming someone’s last 

resting place represented a breach. So, pub it was. 

As I drew to a halt in the Golden Lamb’s car park, I recognised at least five of the vans, a couple sign-

written, the others left plain. You can always spot a tradesman’s van, it’s backed up tight against the wall, if 

you can’t slip a credit card between the bumper and the brickwork then no-one can break in and steal your 

tools. 

Sure enough, eight or nine thirsty grafters congregated about the bar, and right in the middle holding 

court was Disco. The building trade thrives on gossip and rumours, so I figured Disco was the best person 

to go to if I wanted to get the true story about Tommy out there before it’s exaggerated out of all proportion. 

Around here, nothing gets past Disco, he knows exactly where everyone is and exactly what they’re up to, 

he’s just like Google – if Google wore saggy-arsed track pants and smelt of sawdust and roll-ups. 

‘Mr Poynter,’ he said, raising his pint glass in greeting towards me. 

‘Mr Dancer,’ I replied. ‘Disco, listen, can I have a quick word?’ 

David Dancer could have been the greatest carpenter in the Towns, he had a natural eye and instinct, 

he was more like a cabinet maker of old in the quality and craftsmanship he’d bring to his work, but the 

drink had got hold of him young and held him tight ever since. Somehow, he made it work for him. Instead 

of taking his time to deliver an outstanding piece of workmanship he became fast at delivering a standard 

one. He could crash out in a morning what most people would take a day and a half to do. He had to 

because around lunch time he’d start getting the shakes, it’s lucky he’s not sawn off a couple of fingers by 

now. 

As we made our way outside to the smoker’s shelter, I told Disco about Tommy. Disco rolled himself 

a fag, lit it and took a long deep drag on it. A peculiar moment of silence had fallen between us, neither 

knowing what to say next. Disco picked sticky white dots of mastic from his sleeve. He caught me watching 

him. 

‘Boris the Plastic,’ he offered by way of explanation, meaning he’d been fitting upvc replacement fascias 

and soffits for Boris Gruber. Pretty boring, and straightforward but it was quick and easy price work, which 

suited Disco down to the ground. 

‘Shit,’ he muttered after taking in my story. ‘What about Jen? Have you spoken to her?’ 

I hadn’t. Senia had told me: ‘The police shall be informing the next of kin, and providing the appropriate 

victim support’ – the pompous twat. But I needed to talk to Jen sooner rather than later because I felt 

responsible for what had happened. It wasn’t an accident, it wasn’t a shaky scaffold or a dropped hammer: 



 

 

  

this was violence, this was murder. I knew I couldn’t have predicted anything like that. But, somehow, it 

still felt like I should have, especially if it should have been me lying there. 

Jen and Tommy had been together since school, but only got married a few years ago when Chloe came 

along – oh God, that poor little love, what’s she going to do now? This situation’s getting worse and worse. 

And yes, Tommy the compulsive shagger was married. I don’t know what compelled him, maybe he 

saw it as a perk of the job like the way other blokes help themselves to a bag of nails from site. But yes, he 

was married, very happily too. And now I must face his widow, offer sympathies and then apologise for 

my failure to not foresee someone coming into my job and doing this. 

Disco ground out his cigarette with a twist of his toes, the uncomfortable silence resumed and hung for 

a few seconds until a tap on the window released us. Disco was being beckoned back inside for the next 

round. 

‘You coming in?’ he asked. I shook my head, I wasn’t in the mood. ‘Okay, I’ll, err, I’ll see you around I 

guess.’ 

‘Got much on?’ I asked. 

‘Boris’s got enough to keep me going for the rest of the week, weather permitting.’ 

‘Oh, right, ok, I’ve maybe got a couple of bits coming up I can do with a hand on, so I’ll give you a call 

next week, maybe.’ 

‘Righto,’ he replied, and with that, headed back inside the bar. As I unlocked my van, I looked back at 

the pub. It was a funny place. Like so many others in the area it had been refurbished and redecorated, 

made fancy and gastro to appeal to a ‘better clientele’. Instead, its secure car park at the back and a misjudged 

happy-hour promotion saw it become the epicentre for the local building industry: meetings were held 

there, deals were done there, jobs were awarded there, accounts were settled there, and I could see that 

today Tommy’s demise was being announced there. As I moved away, I saw a toast being led by Disco. 

‘Good luck Tommy,’ I whispered, and pulled out into the traffic heading towards home. 

As I waited for the lights to change at the corner my phone rang. In bold capitals a name that I’d hoped 

had forgotten mine leapt from the screen. Hamlet. Shit, that’s all I need. I pressed the Accept button – no 

one, I repeat no one, ever sends Hamlet to voicemail. 

‘Hello,’ I called out, in my most jovial of tones, ‘long time no speak, how are you?’ 

‘I want to see you,’ came the reply. 

‘Well, I’m... in the middle of something, tricky job, need to get it finished before the—’ 

He cut me short with an angry ‘Bollocks! You’ve just been in the Golden Lamb!’ 

Great – he knows where I am. There’s no point trying to second-guess who told him – to say he’s got 

people in his pocket would be an understatement, they reckon there’s so many you could make a pretty 

decent five-a-side league. And he knew I’d lied to him. I didn’t have a good feeling about this. 

‘However,’ he said, with the benevolence of a shark scenting blood, granting me a favour I neither asked 

for nor wanted, ‘as you are no doubt extremely busy this afternoon, I will see you tomorrow. My office. 

Ten a.m. Don’t be late.’ 

 


